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Abstract—This paper first designs a holistic coordination
framework between transmission system operator (TSO) and
distribution system operators (DSOs) to modernize traditional
top-to-down (from transmission system to distribution systems)
power flexibility provision mechanism to a bi-directional power
flexibility provision mechanism between TSO and DSOs. More
specifically, it empowers TSO and DSOs to exchange both active
and reactive power flexibility without having to reveal their
confidential grids data. Above all, it allows TSO to take advantage
of the potential active and reactive power flexibility of the
proliferating number of distributed energy resources (DERs)
installed in distribution systems. Secondly, it develops a linearized
power flow model for transmission networks. Leveraging the
designed framework along with the developed linearized power
flow model, it finally offers a two-stage linear stochastic optimiza-
tion method to help TSO optimally book its required active and
reactive power flexibility from both power plants and distribution
systems. In particular, it considers constraints and active/reactive
power losses of the transmission network. The performance of
the proposed framework is evaluated considering a real-world
transmission network, i.e. the Swiss transmission network.

Index Terms—TSO-DSO collaboration, active and reactive
power flexibility, frequency and voltage control services, ancillary
services, two-stage linear stochastic optimization.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivations

Electricity generation from renewable energy sources
(RES) including wind and solar energy is attaining significant
levels in almost all electric power systems around the globe
[1]. Although this massive integration of RES helps to alleviate
environmental concerns, it might jeopardize the security of
electric power systems and set off a variety of challenges for
grid operators mainly due to simultaneous realization of:

• surge in uncertainties stemming from stochastic power
generation of RES.

• fall in available power flexibility owing to the phase-out
of conventional dispatchable power plants.
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Active (and respectively reactive) power flexibility refers to
the additional bi-directional active (reactive) power a resource
provides to the grid by regulating its operating point. Grid
operators respectively leverage active and reactive power flex-
ibility to regulate frequency and voltage throughout the grid,
most importantly, to counteract the impact of uncertainties
and contingencies. Given that the conventional power plants
have been the main sources of active/reactive power flexi-
bility (main providers of frequency/voltage control services),
their decommissioning is diminishing the available sources of
power flexibility [2], [3]. In this emerging architecture, grid
operators are encountering non-traditional problems, thereby
requiring supplementary active/reactive power flexibility to
securely steer the grid and guarantee power quality, volt-
age/frequency regulation, and congestion management [4]. For
instance, the main reason of immense blackouts, such as
South Australia [5] and Southern California [6] blackouts,
was voltage collapse resulting from lack of reactive power
flexibility needed to prevent further voltage drop. Moreover,
spikes in the price of power flexibility are appearing more
frequently in recent years [7]. These unprecedented issues
all together bear testimony to the importance of the reliable
and adequate provision of both active and reactive power
flexibility.

B. Literature Review

To avoid lack of power flexibility, a promising solution
widely recognized in the literature is to unlock and tap the
power flexibility of proliferating distributed energy resources
(DERs) located in distribution level. In this respect, the
existing literature offers three mainstreams of methods. The
first mainstream of methods restrict themselves exclusively
to the distribution level and strive to unlock and deploy
the active/reactive power flexibility of DERs to deal with
local issues at distribution networks. Work in [8] developed
a two-stage hierarchical optimization model to deploy the
power flexibility of DERs in order to mitigate the congestion
in distribution networks. [9] proposed a communication-free
coordination approach to manage the power flexibility of
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DERs, thereby, providing frequency control service to the local
network. Work in [10] presented two algorithms namely rule-
based algorithm and optimization-based algorithm to capture
the power flexibility of DERs and provide voltage control
service to the distribution network.

In contrast, the second mainstream of methods broaden
their scope of application. They set out to coordinate and
aggregate the active/reactive power flexibility of DERs located
in distribution level with the purpose of providing it to
the transmission network at the TSO-DSO interface. In this
respect, [11] and [12] introduced the concept of flexibility
provision capability (FPC) curve/area. FPC curve of a dis-
tribution network is a curve in P-Q plane characterizing the
extreme amount of the active and reactive power flexibility that
distribution network can provide to the transmission network at
it TSO-DSO interface. The area surrounded by the FPC curve
is called FPC area. Moreover, work in [12] constructed a set
of robust optimization problems to robustly predict the FPC
area of a distribution network while considering grid/DERs
constraints and uncertainties of demand/stochastic generation.
Therefore, it ensures that, during real-time grid operation,
the DSO can provide to the TSO any amount of active and
reactive power flexibility corresponding to the points located
inside its FPC area without deteriorating the security of the
distribution network. Relying on this method, a day prior to
the real-time grid operation, each DSO can firstly predict and
then offer to the TSO its FPC area associated with each time
interval of the next day. Work in [13] turned its attention
to the real-time grid operation stage and proposed a two-
stage distribution network control strategy to empower DSOs
optimally procure the active/reactive power flexibility of DERs
in order to satisfy at best both active and reactive power
flexibility request of the TSO. Works in [14]–[18] concentrated
on the reactive power flexibility provision to the TSO. To
this end, [14] introduced a centralized control scheme and
evaluated the financial incentives required for encouraging
distribution networks to participate in this control scheme. In
line with [14], [15] and [16] developed a model-free control
scheme to aggregate the reactive power flexibility of dispersed
small-scale photovoltaic systems or battery storage located in
distribution level, whereas [15] and [18] defined a centralized
optimization-based control scheme to tap the reactive power
flexibility of utility-scale DERs and provide it to the TSO.

The third mainstream of methods have less been well
addressed. This mainstream aims to improve the coordination
between TSO and DSO in such a way that the TSO can
also benefit from the active/reactive power flexibility of DERs
installed in distribution level. Works in [19]–[21] offered an
active power flexibility allocation method to optimally book
the TSO’s required size of active power flexibility from not
only power plants but also distribution systems.

C. Contributions

To the best knowledge of the authors, the existing literature
lacks a TSO-DSO coordination framework to enable TSO and
DSOs exchange both active and reactive power flexibility with

each other. In this context, the main contributions of the paper
can be summarized as:

• It designs a holistic TSO-DSO coordination framework
where TSO and DSOs establish their collaboration on
the basis of the FPC areas. This framework facilitates the
TSO and DSO collaboration, thereby, boosting unlocking
the potential active/reactive power flexibility of DERs.

• It develops a decision making tool for TSOs to help them
optimally book their required active and reactive power
flexibility via FPC areas. Leveraging a linearized AC
power flow model, it is able to account for grid’s active
and reactive power losses and, most notably, the nodal
voltage magnitude constraints. Therefore, it can ensure
that power plants accomplish their voltage regulation
task against all uncertainties and contingencies without
reaching their maximum/minimum reactive power limits.
Accordingly, it helps TSOs steer their grids far from
risks associated with under-voltage/over-voltage issues
triggering voltage collapse.

• It allows TSO to take advantage of all existing power
flexibility resources including dispatchable power plants
and DERs located in distribution networks.

• It follows the decentralized energy and flexibility market
structure, thus, it is a tailored tool for most of European
TSOs.

• It evaluates the efficiency of the developed framework
and decision making tool on a real-world transmission
network, i.e. the Swiss transmission network operated by
Swissgrid.

II. TSO-DSO COORDINATION FRAMEWORK

The emerging smart grids enable new automated control
strategies for managing proliferating number of DERs installed
in distribution networks. These novel control strategists are
able to aggregate the potential active/reactive power flexibility
of the DERs and provide it to the transmission network at
the TSO-DSO interface while respecting all constraints of the
distribution network [12], [13]. More specifically, these kind
of methods have been revolutionizing the paradigm of treating
distribution networks as sources of uncertainties to sources
of active/reactive power flexibility. Accordingly, distribution
networks can be categorized into flexible and inflexible ones.

1) Flexible distribution networks: They coordinate and
deploy the power flexibility of DERs to tackle the local
flexibility demand at the distribution network, further-
more, they offer the surplus power flexibility of those
DERs to the transmission network at their TSO-DSO
interface.

2) Inflexible distribution networks: They are managed
in a traditional way where the DERs’ power flexibil-
ity is not unlocked and tapped. Therefore, instead of
providing power flexibility to the transmission network,
these inflexible distribution networks are sources of
uncertainties which require power flexibility.

An efficient TSO-DSO coordination framework is needed to
help TSO benefit from the power flexibility of DERs installed
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in distribution level, thereby improving the security of the
whole electric power system. However, TSO and DSOs are
independent operators/organizations, they therefore prefer to
exchange such a active/reactive flexibility while sharing as less
as possible data with each other. To address this issue, this
paper leverages the concept of FPC area, introduced in [12],
and develops a holistic TSO-DSO collaboration framework
where TSO and DSO can easily coordinate their flexibility
demand/capability with each other using FPC areas, thereby
exchanging active/reactive power flexibility without revealing
their confidential girds data. On the other hand, the common-
practice for steering the electric power systems is that the grid
operators schedule the operation of their grid prior to the real-
time grid operation, e.g. day-ahead or hours-ahead. In line
with this widely accepted procedure, this paper organizes the
TSO-DSO coordination in two stages. These two stages are
elaborated by referring to a time horizon with duration of H
(e.g. 24-hour of the next day) embracing a number of time
intervals each with duration of τ as shown in Fig. 1:

1) Flexibility Coordination Stage (Planning): tDSO hours
prior to the beginning of the time horizon H, each
flexible distribution network exploits the methodology
introduced in [12] and predicts its FPC areas associated
with each time interval t. Accordingly, it, for each time
interval t, offers a set of FPC areas with different prices
to the TSO as shown in Fig. 2. After collecting the
offered FPC areas of all flexibility providers includ-
ing flexible distribution networks and flexible power
plants1, the TSO solves the optimal active/reactive power
flexibility allocation problem introduced in section III.
Consequently, tTSO hours prior to the beginning of the
time horizon H, the TSO books its required FPC area
from flexible distribution networks and flexible power
plants for each time interval t.

2) Flexibility Exchange Stage (Operation): During real-
time grid operation, the TSO might require ac-
tive/reactive power flexibility to securely steer its grid
against uncertainties and contingencies. Considering its
grid situation, the TSO might request from each flexi-
bility provider to activate (provide) an specific amount
of active/reactive power flexibility corresponding to a
point located inside the TSO’s booked FPC area from
that flexibility provider.

III. UNIFIED ACTIVE & REACTIVE POWER FLEXIBILITY
ALLOCATION

This section implements the TSO’s unified active and re-
active power flexibility allocation problem as a two-stage
decision making process where ”flexibility coordination stage”
corresponds with here&now decisions and ”flexibility ex-
change stage” with wait&see decisions. As a result, it ex-
tracts a two-stage linear stochastic optimization formulation
for the problem. In this regard, let i and j be the indices

1Dispatchable power plants which are able to provide power flexibility to
the TSO.

Time offset with respect to the beginning of the time horizon.

Interval 1

Time

Time Horizon 

Interval 2
….

….-tTSO  0 

Interval t

τ 2τ t ∗ τ  t− 1 ∗ τ H 

….

….-tDSO  

Flexibility Coordination Stage (Planning): Collecting offered FPC areas of all 

flexibility providers, TSO solves the unified active/reactive power flexibility 

allocation problem, thereby booking its required FPC area (associated with each 

time interval t) from all flexibility providers.

Flexible distribution networks offer their FPC areas, associated with each 

time interval t, to the TSO.

Flexibility Exchange Stage (Operation): TSO might 

request from each flexibility provider to activate an 

specific amount of active/reactive power flexibility 

corresponding to a point located inside the TSO's 

booked FPC area from that flexibility provider.

Fig. 1. Timeline of the designed TSO-DSO coordination framework.
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Fig. 2. Offered FPC areas of flexible distribution network d for time interval
t.

for buses; r the index for the reference (slack) bus; B the
set of all buses excluding the reference bus; BG the set
of buses hosting power plants (including the reference bus
r); BD the set of buses without power plants; l the index
for transmission lines/transformers; L the set of transmission
lines/transformers; t and t′ the indices for time intervals; T
the set of time intervals belonging to the time horizon H;
s the index for scenarios modeling the forecast errors of
demand and renewable generation as well as contingencies;
S the set of scenarios; d the index for (flexible and inflexible)
distribution networks; DFlex the set of flexible distribution
networks; DInflex the set of inflexible distribution networks;
D the set of all distribution networks (D = DFlex

⋃
DInflex); g

the index for (stochastic and dispatchable) power plants; GFlex

the set of flexible power plants, i.e. dispatchable power plants
like hydro plants; GInflex the set of inflexible power plants, i.e.
stochastic power plants like solar/wind plants; G the set of all
power plants (G = GFlex

⋃
GInflex); DFlex

i / DInflex
i the set

of flexible/inflexible distribution networks connected to bus
i; GFlex

i / GInflex
i the set of flexible/inflexible power plants

connected to bus i; n the index for the offered FPC areas to
the TSO; Od / Og the set of offered FPC areas to the TSO by
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flexible distribution network d / flexible dispatchable power
plant g. Superscripts ∗P+, ∗P−. ∗Q+, ∗Q− are respectively
used to indicate the quantity of ∗ associated with upward
active, downward active, upward reactive and downward re-
active power flexibility. Operator |.| denotes the element-
wise absolute values of its argument. Then, the problem is
formulated relying on the following considerations:

1) Decentralized Energy & Flexibility Market
It follows the decentralized energy and flexibility market

structure where the outcome of the day-ahead energy market
is known. Thus, for each time interval t belonging to the time
horizon H:

• The scheduled active and reactive power absorption of
distribution network d (for all d ∈ D) from its TSO-DSO
interface, i.e. P̂dt and Q̂dt, are known.

• The scheduled/predicted active power generation of dis-
patchable/stochastic power plant g (for all g ∈ G) are
known, i.e. P̂gt. Moreover, the TSO’s defined set-point
for the voltage magnitude of the interconnecting bus of
that plant, i.e. |V̂gt|, is known.

2) Flexibility Coordination Stage
For each time interval t:
• Flexible distribution network d offers a set of FPC

areas, i.e. Adtn, with different booking prices i.e.
πP+
dtn, π

P−
dtn, π

Q+
dtn , π

Q−
dtn to the TSO. Afterwards, TSO

books its required FPC area from flexible distribution
network d, i.e. ATSO

dt . It is noteworthy that Adtn (and
respectively ATSO

dt ) is characterized by its 4 non-negative
boundaries, namely offered (booked) upward and down-
ward active/reactive power flexibility, i.e. FP+

dtn, FP−
dtn,

FQ+
dtn and FQ−

dtn (FP+,TSO
dt , FP−,TSO

dt , FQ+,TSO
dt and

FQ−,TSO
dt );

• Power plant g (for all g ∈ G), during the real-time
grid operation, is responsible to automatically regulate
its reactive power injection in such a way that the
voltage magnitude of its interconnecting bus is preserved
equal to the voltage set-point defined by the TSO, i.e.
|V̂gt|. Therefore, the optimal power flexibility allocation
problem treats all buses hosting power plants (i ∈ BG)
as PV buses, to put it simply, their reactive power
injections depend on the nodal injections of the other
buses (as characterized in (29)) and their voltage mag-
nitudes are fixed equal to their respective set-points, i.e.
|V̂gt|. Accordingly, it is assumed that there are long-term
contracts between TSO and power plants where power
plants are committed to accomplish automatic voltage
regulation during the real-time grid operation without
any additional cost. As a consequence, the TSO needs
to neither book (in flexibility coordination stage) nor
request from power plants to activate their reactive power
flexibility (in flexibility exchange stage).

• Flexible power plant g offers a set of FPC areas, i.e.
Agtn, with different booking prices i.e. πP+

gtn, π
P−
gtn to the

TSO. Afterwards, TSO books its required FPC area from
from flexible power plant g, i.e. ATSO

gt . It is noteworthy

that Agtn (and respectively ATSO
gt ) is characterized by

its 4 non-negative boundaries, namely offered (booked)
upward and downward active power flexibility, i.e. FP+

gtn

and FP−
gtn (FP+,TSO

gt and FP−,TSO
gt ) along with minimum

and maximum reactive power generation limit of power
plant g, i.e. −QMin

gt and QMax
gt .

3) Flexibility Exchange Stage
In time interval t and scenario s:
• Flexible distribution networks d (for all d ∈ DFlex) is able

not only to follow its scheduled operating point, i.e. P̂dt

and Q̂dt, but also to provide active and reactive power
flexibility to the transmission network at its TSO-DSO
interface i.e. fP

dts and fQ
dts. fP

dts (and respectively fQ
dts)

is formed of the sum of two non-negative components
called upward, i.e. fP+

dts , and downward, i.e. fP−
dts active

power flexibility (upward, i.e. fQ+
dts , and downward, i.e.

fQ−
dts reactive power flexibility) as:

fP
dts = fP+

dts − fP−
dts . (1)

fQ
dts = fQ+

dts − fQ−
dts . (2)

• In contrasts to the flexible distribution networks, inflexi-
ble distribution network d (for all d ∈ DInflex) is sources
of active and reactive power uncertainties, i.e. ∆Pdts

and ∆Qdts. Therefore, it may deviate from its scheduled
operating point, i.e. P̂dt and Q̂dt.

• Dispatchable power plant g (for all g ∈ GFlex) can pro-
vide active power flexibility to the transmission network
i.e. fP

gts. fP
gts is formed of the sum of two non-negative

components called upward, i.e. fP+
gts , and downward, i.e.

fP−
gts active power flexibility as:

fP
gts = fP+

gts − fP−
gts . (3)

• Stochastic power plant g (for all g ∈ GInflex) is source of
active power uncertainties, i.e. ∆Pgts. Therefore, it may
deviate from its predicted power generation, i.e. P̂gt.

A. Objective function

The objective function is designed to help TSO optimally
steer its grid, thereby minimizing the cost of TSO, i.e. CTSO,
over both flexibility coordination (planning) and flexibility
exchange (operation) stages:

minCTSO = CPlanning +
∑
t∈T

ECOperation
t , (4)

1) CPlanning represents the cost of TSO in coordination
stage where the TSO books FPC areas. More specifically, it
specifies the TSO’s cost associated with booking FPC areas
ATSO

dt and ATSO
gt :

CPlanning =
∑
t∈T

∑
d∈DFlex

[
πP+
dt FP+,TSO

dt + πP−
dt FP−,TSO

dt +

+ πQ+
dt FQ+,TSO

dt + πQ−
dt FQ−,TSO

dt

]
+

+
∑
t∈T

∑
g∈GFlex

[
πP+
gt FP+,TSO

gt + πP−
gt FP−,TSO

gt

]
,

(5)
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where πP+
dt , πP−

dt , πQ+
dt , πQ−

dt , πP+
gt and πP−

gt are the booking
prices associated with ATSO

dt and ATSO
gt and can be calculated

as detailed in (16).
2) ECOperation

t represents the expected cost of TSO over
time interval t in flexibility exchange stage where the TSO
deploys active/reactive power flexibility to preserve the power
quality of its grid and avoid curtailing demand. Accordingly,
it embraces two parts:

ECOperation
t = ECFlexibility

t + ECENS
t (6)

where ECFlexibility
t represents TSO’s expected cost due to

deploying upward/downward active/reactive power flexibility:

ECFlexibility
t =

∑
s∈S

τρsπ
′P+
t [

∑
d∈DFlex

fP+
dts +

∑
g∈GFlex

fP+
gts ]+

+
∑
s∈S

τρsπ
′P−
t [

∑
d∈DFlex

fP−
dts +

∑
g∈GFlex

fP−
gts ]+

+
∑
s∈S

τρsπ
′Q+
t [

∑
d∈DFlex

fQ+
dts ]+

+
∑
s∈S

τρsπ
′Q−
t [

∑
d∈DFlex

fQ−
dts ]

(7)

where ρs is the probability of occurrence of scenario s; π′P+
t ,

π′P−
t , π′Q+

t and π′Q−
t are prices for deploying upward active,

downward active, upward reactive and downward reactive
power flexibility during the real-time grid operation. ECENS

t

represents TSO’s expected cost pertained to energy not sup-
plied of consumers, i.e. ECENS

t

ECENS
t = VOLL

∑
s∈S

τρs
∑
d∈D

PNS
dts (8)

where VOLL is value of lost load for energy not supplied;
PNS
dts is the not supplied (i.e. curtailed) demand of distribution

network d in time interval t and scenario s.

B. Constraints Associated with Flexibility Coordination Stage

For each offered FPC area Adtn (and respectively Agtn), a
binary variables udtn (ugtn) is designated to characterize the
booking prices associated with ATSO

dt (ATSO
gt ), thereby deter-

mining the coefficients used in (5). For the sake of breviary,
the following just elaborates the way that binary variable udtn

can be mathematically modeled. However, binary variable ugtn

can also be modeled in the same way. Binary variable udtn

takes 1 if Adtn is the smallest offered FPC area that ATSO
dt

⊂ Adtn and 0 otherwise. In order to mathematically express
this logical relationship, lets first introduce the auxiliary binary
variable u′

dtn denoting whether ATSO
dt ⊂ Adtn or not. u′

dtn

can be mathematically modeled as:

u′
dtn = u′P+

dtn u′P−
dtn u′Q+

dtn u′Q−
dtn (9)

where binary variable u′P+
dtn (and similarly u′P−

dtn, u′Q+
dtn and

u′Q−
dtn) indicates whether FP+,TSO

dt − FP+
dtn ≤ 0 or not. These

logical relationships can be mathematically expressed as [22]:

mP+
dtnu

′P+
dtn ≤ FP+,TSO

dt − FP+
dtn ≤ MP+

dtn(1− u′P+
dtn) (10)

mP−
dtnu

′P−
dtn ≤ FP−,TSO

dt − FP−
dtn ≤ MP−

dtn(1− u′P−
dtn) (11)

mQ+
dtnu

′Q+
dtn ≤ FQ+,TSO

dt − FQ+
dtn ≤ MQ+

dtn(1− u′Q+
dtn) (12)

mQ−
dtnu

′Q−
dtn ≤ FQ−,TSO

dt − FQ−
dtn ≤ MQ−

dtn(1− u′Q−
dtn) (13)

where parameters mP+
dtn and MP+

dtn (and similarly mP−
dtn, MP−

dtn,
mQ+

dtn, MQ+
dtn, mQ−

dtn , MQ−
dtn ) are respectively the lower and

upper bounds for FP+,TSO
dt −FP+

dtn . These bounds can be easily
determined referring to Fig. 2. Finally, the binary variable
udtn is characterized via constraints (14)-(15) where among
all offers, i.e. n ∈ Od, the smallest Adtn having u′

dtn = 1 is
detected:

0 ≤ udtn ≤ 1− u′
dt(n−1) (14)

0 ≤ udtn ≤ u′
dtn (15)

Accordingly, the booking price for upward active power flex-
ibility from flexible distribution network d in time interval t
can be easily characterized as:

πP+
dt =

∑
n∈N

πP+
dtnudtn (16)

In the same way, the other booking prices used in (5), i.e.
πP−
dt , πQ+

dt , πQ−
dt , πP+

gt and πP−
gt , can be calculated.

For each time interval t and for each flexibility provider, the
TSO is allowed to book at most the largest offered FPC area.
To put it simply, ATSO

dt (and respectively ATSO
gt ) is restricted

by Adtn′ ( Agtn′ ) where index n′ corresponds to the largest
offered FPC area of flexible distribution network d (flexible
power plant g) for time interval t:

0 ≤ FP+,TSO
dt ≤ FP+

dtn′ (17)

0 ≤ FP−,TSO
dt ≤ FP−

dtn′ (18)

0 ≤ FQ+,TSO
dt ≤ FQ+

dtn′ (19)

0 ≤ FQ−,TSO
dt ≤ FQ−

dtn′ (20)

0 ≤ FP+,TSO
gt ≤ FP+

gtn′ (21)

0 ≤ FP−,TSO
gt ≤ FP−

gtn′ (22)

C. Constraints Associated with Flexibility Exchange Stage

During the real-time grid operation, the TSO is allowed
to deploy any amount of active/reactive power flexibility
belonging to its booked FPC areas, i.e. ATSO

dt and ATSO
gt :

−FP−,TSO
dt ≤ fP

dts ≤ FP+,TSO
dt (23)

−FQ−,TSO
dt ≤ fQ

dts ≤ FQ+,TSO
dt (24)

−FP−,TSO
gt ≤ fP

gts ≤ FP+,TSO
gt (25)

Furthermore, to avoid under/over-voltage issues, the TSO
must ensure that each power plant g can accomplish its volt-
age regulation task without reaching its maximum/minimum
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reactive power generation limits, i.e. QMax
gt / QMin

gt , (for all
g ∈ G, t ∈ T, s ∈ S):

QMin
gt ≤ Qgts ≤ QMax

gt , (26)

where Qgts, characterized in (29), denotes the reactive power
generation of power plant g in time interval t and scenario s.

The following is intended to linearly model all grid con-
straints. To this end, two variables ∆P its and ∆Qits are firstly
introduced:

For each bus i in B, the net deviation of the nodal active
power injection from its scheduled operating point in time
interval t and scenario s can be calculated as:

∆P its =
∑

d∈DFlex
i

fP
dts +

∑
d∈DInflex

i

∆Pdts+

+
∑

g∈GFlex
i

fP
gts +

∑
g∈GInflex

i

∆Pgts,
(27)

For each bus i in BD, the net deviation of the nodal reactive
power injection from its scheduled operating point in time
interval t and scenario s can be calculated as:

∆Qits =
∑

d∈DFlex
i

fQ
dts +

∑
d∈DInflex

i

∆Qdts, (28)

Relying on a linearized AC power flow model, the following
variables are expressed as linear functions of ∆P its (calcu-
lated in (28)) and ∆Qits (calculated in (29)):

1) Reactive Power Generation of Power Plants:
Considering the fact that each power plant controls its reac-

tive power injection in such a way that the voltage magnitude
of its interconnecting bus is preserved equal to the voltage
set-point defined by the TSO, i.e. |V̂gt|. Therefore, for each
power plant g, its reactive power injection in time interval
t and scenario s, i.e. Qgts, depends on ∆P its (calculated in
(28)) and ∆Qits (calculated in (29)) and can be expressed as a
linear function with constant coefficients Q0

gt, QP
git and QQ

git:

Qgts = Q0
gt +

∑
i∈B

QP
git ∆P its +

∑
i∈BD

QQ
git ∆Qits, (29)

2) Active Power Flexibility Provision of the Slack power
plant:

The slack power plant g, connected to the reference bus
r, provides active power flexibility so that the voltage phase
angle of its interconnecting bus is fixed to zero. Therefore,
its active power flexibility provision in time interval t and
scenario s, i.e. fP

gts, depends on ∆P its (calculated in (28))
and ∆Qits (calculated in (29)) and can be expressed as a
linear function with constant coefficients P0

gt, PP
git and PQ

git

(just for g connected to the reference bus r):

fP
gts = P0

gt +
∑
i∈B

PP
git ∆P its +

∑
i∈BD

PQ
git ∆Qits, (30)

It should be noted that the active power flexibility provision of
all flexible power plants, i.e. fP

gts, excluding the slack power
plant are independent optimization variables and their optimal
values are determined by solving the optimization problem.

3) Nodal Voltage Magnitude:
For each bus i in BD, the nodal voltage magnitude in time

interval t and scenario s, i.e. |Vits|, can be expressed as a
linear function with constant coefficients V0

it, VP
ijt and VQ

ijt:

|Vits| = V0
it +

∑
j∈B

VP
ijt ∆P jts +

∑
j∈BD

VQ
ijt ∆Qjts, (31)

Therefore, the nodal voltage magnitude constraints are linearly
characterized as (for all i ∈ BD, t ∈ T, s ∈ S):

VMin
i ≤ |Vits| ≤ VMax

i , (32)

where VMin
i and VMax

i respectively denote the minimum
and maximum allowable voltage magnitude of node i. It is
noteworthy that the voltage magnitude of the other buses (i.e.
i ∈ BG) are fixed to their defined voltage set-point, i.e. |V̂gt|.

4) Apparent Power Flow in Branches
The apparent power flow entering the from-end (and respec-

tively the to-end) of transmission line/transformer l in time
interval t and scenario s can be expressed as linear function
of ∆P its (calculated in (28)) and ∆Qits (calculated in (29))
with constant coefficients SF,0gt , SF,Pgit and SF,Qgit (ST,0

gt , ST,P
git and

ST,Q
git ):

SF
lts =SF,0lt +

∑
i∈B

SF,Plit ∆P its +
∑
i∈BD

SF,Qlit ∆Qits, (33)

ST
lts =ST,0

lt +
∑
i∈B

ST,P
lit ∆P its +

∑
i∈BD

ST,Q
lit ∆Qits, (34)

Hence, maximum power flow limit of transmission lines/ trans-
former l can be linearly expressed (for all l ∈ L, t ∈ T, s ∈ S):

0 ≤SF
lts ≤ SMax

l , (35)

0 ≤ST
lts ≤ SMax

l , (36)

where SMax
l denotes the maximum power flow limit of trans-

mission lines/transformer l.
Objective function (4) along with constraints (1)-(3), (6)-(8),

(10)-(36) and the linear equivalent counterparts of (5) and (9),
introduced in the appendix, casts the problem as a two-stage
mixed integer stochastic optimization problem. Optimization
variables pertained to the flexibility coordination stage, i.e.
here&now decision variables, are:

{FP+,TSO
dt , FP−,TSO

dt , FQ+,TSO
dt , FQ−,TSO

dt ,

FP+,TSO
gt , FP−,TSO

gt , udtn, u
′
dtn, u

′P+
dtn, u

′P−
dtn,

u′Q+
dtn, u

′Q−
dtn, ugtn, u

′
gtn, u

′P+
gtn, u

′P−
gtn}

(37)

and optimization variables pertained to the flexibility exchange
stage, i.e. wait&see decision variables, are:

{fP+
dts , f

P−
dts , f

Q+
dts , f

Q−
dts , f

P+
gts , f

P−
gts ,

Qgts, P
NS
dts , |Vits|, SF

lts, S
T
lts}

(38)
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Fig. 3. Single line diagram of the Swiss electric transmission network.

Fig. 4. Share of different entities from active power consumption/generation
of Switzerland.

IV. CASE STUDY & RESULTS

A. Case Study

The electric transmission network of Switzerland, 6700 km
in length, is selected as the case study. This grid is formed
of 284 transmission lines and 25 transmission transformers
interconnecting 212 buses at two voltage levels 380 kV and
220 kV. This grid is connected to the electric transmission
networks of Italy, France, Austria and Germany via 37 inter-
connecting buses. This case study is constructed on the basis
of data provided by Swissgrid, given that nuclear generation
has been totally replaced by renewable stochastic generation.
Fig. 3 illustrates the single line diagram of this grid whose
buses are colored in 5 different colors considering the entity
they are hosting:

• Flexible (dispatchable) power plants;
• Inflexible (stochastic) power plants;
• Buses connecting the grid to the neighboring grids, i.e.

interconnecting buses;
• Flexible distribution networks;
• Inflexible distribution networks;
Following the time-line of the problem depicted in Fig. 1,

the duration of each time interval, i.e. τ , and the duration
of the time horizon, i.e H, are respectively considered 1
hour and 24 hours which model 24-hour of the next day.
Moreover, tDSO and tTSO are respectively considered 2 hours
and 1 hour prior to the beginning of the time horizon H.

Then, the performance of the proposed TSO-DSO coordination
framework is investigated over a time interval where the total
active power consumption of Switzerland is 6750 MW and
the transmission grid’s losses is 209 MW. This demand is
supplied thanks to 347 MW imported power from neighboring
countries, 2020 MW generated power of flexible power plants
and 4592 MW generated power of inflexible power plants, as
detailed in Fig. 4. As it can be seen, renewable generation
contributes to 66% of the total generation of Switzerland.
The power factor of both flexible and inflexible distribution
networks range between 0.9 and 1. Inflexible distribution
networks are assumed as constant power factor loads, while
flexible distribution networks might change their power factor
with the purpose of providing active/reactive power flexibility.
Active power generation of inflexible power plants and active
power demand of inflexible distribution networks are associ-
ated with uncertainties due to forecast errors, i.e. ∆Pgts and
i.e. ∆Pdts. These uncertainties are assumed to be independent
and identically distributed [23]. Therefore, ∆Pgts of inflexible
power plants are sampled from Gaussian distributions with 0
mean and such that the root mean square error (RMSE) of the
total stochastic (renewable) generation of Switzerland is 10%
of the total predicted one. In the same way, ∆Pdts of inflexible
distribution networks are sampled from Gaussian distributions
with 0 mean and such that the RMSE of the total demand
of Switzerland is 5% of the total predicted one. Accordingly,
the uncertainties associated with reactive power consumption
of inflexible distribution networks, i.e. ∆Qdts, are determined
considering the constant power factor of inflexible distribution
networks and ∆Pdts. The grid contingencies, including power
plant outages and line/transformer outages, are modeled based
on sequential Monte Carlo simulation [24]. Following the
elaborated approach, 1000 scenarios are generated to model
uncertainties and contingencies.

Swissgrid regularly publishes the results of its flexibility
market, i.e. the price of its deployed and booked active power
flexibility [25]–[28]. After processing this data, the price of
upward/downward deployed active power flexibility, i.e. π′P+

t

and π′P−
t , are assumed equal to the annual average price of

the respective product over 2019:

π′P+
t = 102 Euro/MWh (39)

π′P−
t = 35 Euro/MWh, (40)

The price of upward/downward deployed reactive power
flexibility, i.e. π′Q+

t and π′Q−
t , are selected equal to the 3

Euro/MVArh as reported in [25].
To simplify the visualization of the results, it is supposed

that all flexibility providers offer two FPC areas to the TSO.
The first FPC area (the smaller FPC area) of each provider,
i.e. n = 1, corresponds to 50% of its flexibility provision
capability while the second FPC area (the larger FPC area),
i.e. n = 2, corresponds to 100% of its flexibility provision
capability. Moreover, it is assumed that all providers offer their
first FPC areas with the same price (low price) and they offer
their second FPC areas with the same price (high price). To
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determine the booking prices of FPC areas, i.e. πP+
dtn, πP−

dtn,
πQ+
dtn , πQ−

dtn , πP+
gtn and πP−

gtn, the prices of upward/downward
booked active power flexibility of Swissgrid over 2019 are
processed and they are clustered into two groups representing
the low and high prices. Accordingly, the booking prices of
upward/downward active power flexibility for the first FPC
area, i.e. n = 1, (and respectively the second FPC area, i.e.
n = 2,) are considered equal to the annual average price of
the respective product for low (and respectively high) price
cluster over 2019. To put it simply, for all d ∈ DFlex and for
all g ∈ GFlex:

πP+
dtn = πP+

gtn =

{
8.7 Euro/MWh if n = 1

23.5 Euro/MWh if n = 2

(41)

πP−
dtn = πP−

gtn =

{
8.6 Euro/MWh if n = 1

22.9 Euro/MWh if n = 2

(42)

In the absence of data associated with booking prices of up-
ward/downward reactive power flexibility, the booking prices
of upward and downward reactive power flexibility are respec-
tively assumed equal to 0.1 of the booking price of upward
and downward active power flexibility:

πQ+
dtn =

{
0.87 Euro/MWh if n = 1

2.35 Euro/MWh if n = 2

(43)

πQ−
dtn =

{
0.86 Euro/MWh if n = 1

2.29 Euro/MWh if n = 2

(44)

Value of lost load (VOLL) is chosen equal to 40000
Euro/MWh and minimum/maximum nodal voltage limits are
considered equal to 0.95 pu and 1.05 pu. Then, YALMIP-
MATLAB interface [29] is leveraged to cast the problem and
GUROBI optimization solver [30] is selected to solve the
problem on a Windows based system with a 2.9 GHz corei7
CPU and 32 GB of RAM.

B. TSO-DSO Coordination for Optimal Allocation of Power
Flexibility

Based on the designed TSO-DSO coordination framework,
first, all flexibility providers offer their FPC areas to the TSO,
i.e. Agtn and Adtn. These offered FPC areas are illustrated in
dark and light yellow colors in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. Then, TSO
feeds these offered FPC areas into its two-stage mixed integer
linear stochastic optimization problem (formulated in section
III). Relying on the solution of this optimization problem, the
TSO books its required FPC area from each flexibility provider
as illustrated in blue color in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. Moreover, each
dark orange point in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 represents the amount
of active/reactive power flexibility that TSO needs to deploy

Fig. 5. Offered FPC areas of flexible power plants (i.e. Agtn) as well as the
TSO’s booked FPC areas from flexible power plants (i.e. i.e. ATSO

gt ).

from the respective flexibility provider over each individual
scenario to supply demand while respecting grid’s constraints.

It is worth noting that in contrast to the free of charge
reactive power flexibility provision of the power plants, book-
ing/deploying reactive power flexibility from flexible distri-
bution networks involves additional cost for TSO. However,
the achieved results (illustrated in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6) reveal
that TSO needs to book and deploy reactive power flexibility
from flexible distribution networks in addition to the one
coming from power plants. Moreover, the achieved results
reveal that the TSO books active power flexibility from
both flexible power plants and flexible distribution networks,
although all flexible power plants and flexible distribution
networks are offering the same prices for their active power
flexibility. In sum, the achieved results highlight that flexible
distribution networks play an important role in providing the
required power flexibility of TSO, especially, in electric power
system with high share of stochastic generation. It should
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Fig. 6. Offered FPC areas of flexible distribution networks (i.e. Adtn) as
well as the TSO’s booked FPC areas from flexible distribution networks (i.e.
i.e. ATSO

dt ).

Fig. 7. Impact of RMSE of stochastic generation prediction on the TSO’s
cost and EENS.

Fig. 8. Impact of RMSE of stochastic generation prediction on CPlanning

and ECFlexibility
t .

be highlighted that considering the TSO’s booked flexibility
(illustrated in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6), the expected energy not
supplied of the Swissgrid is expected to be 2.6738 MWh, i.e
0.037% of the total demand of the network.

C. Impact of the Precision of Stochastic Generation Prediction
on the TSO’s Costs and Reliability

The amount of power flexibility that TSO books from
different flexibility providers (and its associated cost) depends
on the amount of uncertainties stemming from demand and
stochastic generation. On the other hand, the magnitude of
these uncertainties is largely affected by the precision of the
prediction approach used to predict demand and stochastic
generation. In this respect, this sub-section aims to investigate
the impact of the precision of stochastic generation prediction
on the TSO’s cost and TSO’s reliability. In this way, it quanti-
fies the economic and technical benefits of precise stochas-
tic generation prediction for TSO. To this end, it changes
the RMSE of the total stochastic (renewable) generation of
Switzerland from 7% to 20% of the total predicted one.

The impact of the precision of stochastic generation pre-
diction on the total cost of TSO, i.e. CTSO = CPlanning +
ECFlexibility

t +ECLNS
t , and on the reliability of the transmis-

sion system, i.e. expected energy not supplied (EENS), are
shown in Fig. 7. Fig. 7 reveals that both CTSO and EENS
constantly increase when RMSE of stochastic generation pre-
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diction increases, i.e. precision of prediction decreases. How-
ever, CTSO and EENS significantly increase when RMSE goes
beyond 15%. To discover the reason behind this significant
increase, Fig. 8 illustrates the cost of TSO due to booking
flexibility, i.e. CPlanning along with expected cost of TSO due
to deploying flexibility, i.e. ECFlexibility

t . As it can be seen,
when RMSE increases up to 15%, CPlanning and ECFlexibility

t

constantly rise because the TSO books and deploys greater
deal of power flexibility to preserve the security of its grid
against increasing uncertainties. To put it simply, TSO needs
greater deal of power flexibility to 1-satisfy grid’s constraints,
2-deal with increase and decrease of grid’s active/reactive
power losses, 3-restrict the load not supplied and accordingly
4-restrict the expected cost of TSO related to load not supplied,
i.e. ECLNS

t . However, when RMSE goes beyond 15%, the
TSO faces with the shortage of power flexibility, i.e. the TSO’s
required power flexibility is greater than the offered power
flexibility of flexibility providers. Therefore, TSO completely
books all offered FPC areas, and as a result, CPlanning stays
constant for RMSE beyond 15%. This shortage of power
flexibility gives rise to surge in EENS and accordingly ECLNS

t

and CTSO because TSO cannot deal with severe, i.e. large
uncertainties. On the other hand, it should be noted that
ECFlexibility

t still rises even for RMSE beyond 15% due to
the fact that the TSO needs to deal with larger uncertainties
on average.

Last but not least, it should be highlighted that Fig. 7 is very
informative not only for Swissgrid but also for other TSOs due
to the fact that the above-mentioned analysis has been carried
out on the basis of the prices extracted from the Swissgrid’s
flexibility market. For example, TSOs can use this figure as
an indicator to find out whether it is economic to invest on
their prediction framework to improve the precision of their
prediction or not.

D. Investigating the Computational Burden of the Method

This section is intended to elaborate on the computational
burden of the method. To this end, it should be highlighted that
YALMIP-MATLAB interface [29] and GUROBI optimization
solver [30] are selected to implement the method on a Win-
dows based system with a 2.9 GHz corei7 CPU and 32 GB of
RAM. The computation time of the method for a real-world
electric transmission network, i.e. the electric transmission
network of Switzerland, is 408 seconds while considering
1000 scenarios. This low computation burden of the method is
achieved thanks to the linear tractable formulation presented
for the method. The tractability and agility of the method make
it as an applicable and practical solution for large real-world
transmission networks. Moreover, the computation time of the
method can even be improved if this method is implemented
on industry-grade computers and benefited from parallelization
techniques.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper firstly established a novel TSO-DSO coordina-
tion framework with the purpose of enabling TSO and DSO

to exchange bi-directional active/reactive power flexibility
with each other. Therefore, both active and reactive power
flexibility of DERs located in flexible distribution networks
can be provided to the TSO. The privileged feature of this
framework is that TSO and DSO can implement it without
having to disclose their confidential grids data. Moreover,
this framework follows a sequential market structure to suit
the Switzerland’s flexibility market that is separate from the
energy market. Then, the paper mathematically models this
framework as a two-stage mixed integer linear stochastic
optimization problem. In addition to maximum power flow
limit of branches, this model considers the nodal voltage
magnitude limits as well as grid’s losses.

Last but not least, the paper opted a real-world electric
transmission network, i.e. the Swiss transmission network,
as a case study. The achieved results bear testimony to
the paramount importance of the active and reactive power
flexibility of flexible distribution networks in electric power
systems with high share of stochastic generation. To securely
steer the grid against increasing uncertainties, TSO needs both
active and reactive power flexibility of flexible distribution
networks.

APPENDIX

1) Linear Equivalent for Non-linear Expression (5):
Product of binary variable u and continuous variable x

results in a non-linear term, i.e. ux. This non-linear term
has a linear equivalent counterpart consisting of an auxiliary
continuous variable, i.e. y, and two linear constraints:

uxMin ≤ y ≤ uxMax, (45)

−(1− u)xMax ≤ y − x ≤ −(1− u)xMin, (46)

where parameters xMin and xMax denotes the lower and upper
bounds of x. Constraints (45) and (46) together enforce y
become equal x if and only if binary variable u is 1 and 0
otherwise. Therefore, non-linear term ux can be replaced by
continuous auxiliary variable y bound via (45) and (46).

2) Linear Equivalent for Non-linear Expression (9):
Product of N binary variables uk, i.e.

∏N
k=1 uk suffers from

non-linearity. However, this non-linear term has a liner equiv-
alent counterpart formed of a continuous auxiliary variable z
and N+ 1 linear constraints:

0 ≤ z ≤uk, ∀k = 1, 2, ..,N (47)
N∑

k=1

uk −N+ 1 ≤z, (48)

Constraints (47) and (48) together enforce z take 1 if an only if
all binary variables uk are 1 and 0 otherwise. Therefore, non-
linear term

∏N
k=1 uk can be replaced by continuous auxiliary

variable z bound via (47) and (48).
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